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VERYCOMPETITIVE CASH PRICES‘
TABLES, CHAIRS AND BEDROFOM

Don't sell your
scrap metal
until you have
obtained our
current prices. . .

J.McINTYRE
LIMITED

Tel. 74676 Est. 1872

Nottingham’s largest buyers of scrap metal offer you:

HIGHER PRICES an SPOT CASH
LARGEOR SMALL QUANTITIES -llt- MATERIAL
WEIGHED oN LATEST ELECTRONIC MACHINES
QUICK, EFFICIENT SERVICE
CoLLECTIoNS ARRANGED -Ile CoNTAINER
SERVICE SPECIALISTS IN NON-FERROUS METALS

J. MCINTYRE
Harriman's Lane, Dunkirk, Nottingham.
Te|.ex 377315

-'---TRENT
MAINTENANCE
(factories)
L I IVI ITED

machineryﬂ plant dismantlers
acetylene cutting
comprehensive industrial
services
no job too small or too large
Plantation Side,
Bohhers Mill,

Nottingham.
Te|.78257ﬁ or7[l3265
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Eastwood 8. District
Motor

Club

Ltd

Editor - Liz Dales

MARCH 1978

Apparently the photographs shown in last month's

magazine are not normal for Nigel, as he and Jim
won the Ystra rally not long after these photos.
were published.

Congratulations, and thanks for

the article on the rally (not that I would have
let you get away without one in the circumstances).
I do not know whether congratulations or comisserations are in order for the tough band of
marshals and competitors who turned out on the

January 12 car amidst blizzards and fog. I hope
the weather somewhat improves for the February
12 car; which incidently is already fully

subscribed. so if you haven't managed to get an
entry you had better book a place on the April
one now! Your growing enthusiasm is also
reflected in the number of;entrants from Eastwood
in rallies such as the Ystra which had eight
starters from.Eastwood.

Your enthusiasm and

support for the magazine is also much appreciated.
After last month I vowed I would never try to do
32 pages again. However the vow has been broken
and even if I stop writing now I think you will
have 32 pages to wade through again, and if you

keep this

up I will need a new typewriter:

Enthusiastic you may be, but adventurous you are
not.

I know its been snowing and raining for

weeks but only about half a dozen entries came
from Eastwood members on the semi-sporting trials

/

I know that I cannot say*much as nobody from this
household managed to turn up either but I would
have thought we could have risen to a dozen or so

entries at least.

Nevertheless 26 entries

altogether were received and despite recent rain
the morning itself was sunny and the event
succesful. The results appear elsewhere.

J.W.Jninery
(Jeff Wells)
property repairs

joinery

*

*

fitted kakitchens

Sandia~c~re~594640

or 396899,cal|no 259
61/

(24 hrs)

Battlegrond
1.

SOCIAL LEAQUE

No change from last month but details are e1se~
where of the next two events to qualify so make
a date in your diary.
Drivers

Pbints

George Ware

4o

Ann Adkin
Martin Ball
Albert Smith

37%
34
31
28

Jenny Beulton
Neil Read

18%

Rod Dales
Carol Burtoft

18
16

Anthony Glazebrook

14
14

Phil Robinson

N00 of events

E-‘I -') ‘D-"I\)l \)| l\)

Nagigators
1.

Richard English

40

2o
3.

Colin Adkin
Liz Ball
Andrea Smith
Steve Boulton
Vivien Read
Liz Dales
Ian Burtoft
Paul Glazebrook
Sue Robinson

37%

4.
5.

6.
7o
8.
93
9::

34
31

28
18%,-

18
16

14
14

I-'1-‘I -‘I l\) f\)|' f\)

EAVSTWOOD ROAD RALLV{___CHAMPIQNSHIP

2.

Drivers

Points

1.
2.

Mick Smith
Terry Curtis

1 17

30

Paul

40

Jim Plant

5.

C. Strakosch

60

Jo

7.

Nigel Green

8.

P. Mietus

9.

Mike Halliwell

BuI'nS

digit!-

94
41
40
40
34
32
30
23

\Nl\) \N |\)N"~3(D

97
61
58
40
39
38
34
32
22
19

I-‘l\)| \Nl\J-P|\)-h\1' <

Navigatorg
1.

Roger Berresford

2.

Steve Sharman
Dave Burns

3.
4.
5.

6.

Nigel Plant
Malcolm Yaung

7.

A. §mith
Adrian Ancliffe

8.

Martin Ball

9.
10.

G. Daws
Liz Ball

§£ﬁw.y@RSHALS LEAGUE
Points gained up to 12th February are as fellows :12O points

_

B. Thompsen

90

"

G. Ware

88

"

I. Burteft

66

"

A. Smith

64

"

J, Gill

48 points

%Hickman
Hickman
Read
Read

.

ll

44

42

36

n

H

Ancliffe
Wakefield

Fleming
Fleming

Halliwell (Mr.)
Halliwell (Mrs.)
Chadwick
Young
Shelmerdine

34

to

Ball
Ball
Thompson
Straw
Straw
Dales
Dales
Burns
Burns

32

24

n

Riley
Smith
Nﬂ etus

n

Atchinsen
Lynch
Thompson Jnr.
Ree
Berresford
Curtis

Wsrtley

12 paints

-

Stanley
Butler
Tonelli
Staffer
Wood
Thornton
Gardner

Carrick
Owen

M; Swindells
B. English
Andy Smith
S. Leatherland
G. Hutchinson
Re

_Mo Smith
additional events now.¢ounting are :~

19th January
12 points

12 Car

21st January

Lincs. Chase

10 paints
28th January
10 points
5th.Fbbruary

Trials

Ystra
Semi-sporting

12 points

. 1 9 7 8

Y S T R A

R A L L Y

With it being about eight weeks since the
Southbound, we had the car ready in plenty of time

for a change.

‘We even had such luxuries as the

limited slip installed, a working handbrake and
correct steering and suspension settings.

On the

day of the event it started to snow in Buxton and
snow and snow, with the result that by 9 p.m.
some roads were impassable - rain cleared them

slightly later but we were in for an interesting
night with the halfway at Root Bay
There were eight Eastwood crews out, some
of whom I don't know, which looks promising for

Eastwood (are their entries getting stronger!)
"We were at 4, Mike Halliwell and Malcolm Young in
their refettled Trent Maintenance Escort were
at 15, Mike swearing to take it easy for a change,
at 22 were Chris Strakosch and Ellen Bernfield,
at 49 was Terry Curtis and Steve Sharman with

the Erewash Knitwear (ex Rick Hickman) mini,
John Riley and Roger Ancliffe in a Mexico were
at 62 with Mike Smith and Roger Berresford at 64.
Bringing up the rear were Ian Randall and Carl
Chadwick at 73 and J. Gill and M; Kitchen at 77.
we were greeted at the start by a worried
team of organisers wondering what the snow was

like in Buxton, but as we left at 6.30 we couldn't

7

help much, but we knew we'd be O.K. electing to
run on SPn4's.

However the course car had to be

able to get through.

After some hurried route

amendments we had an hours plotting which I finish ed

on the neutral run out to TC1.
Competitive motoring then started with the

pressure immediately on with a 15 mile section finishing near Baslow.

Jim imediately 8°t the bit

between his teeth threatening his beloved dry
stone walls on the first corners, at the first
junction he approached too fast, nose dived over
a 2' drop on an island, regained the road and
continued.

The rest of this section was fast with

the very wet Beeley white being tackled, on the
whites we were thankful of the SP44's but they

proved a hindrance on tarmac.

.At the end of the

section Haden in car 2 took an immediate lead on
3 mins, with Hutchinson, Whittaker, Us and Chris
Drake in the immaculate Peterborough Motors RSZOOO;
over which I saw Hutch swooning more than once;

on 4 mins.
On the approach to PCJ we were turned back
by a blocked road and so cut this control and
headed for TC8.

tWe bounced after Geoff Whittaker

down Hay Dale white, which was extremely slippery,
we passed him when he slid wide and thus became
first car on the road, however that control was

8

likely to be scrubbed.

I apologise to the marshal

at TC8 who cleaned our lights with5his gloves as
Whittaker had covered them in mud:

As Woo Dale was snowed up the route to,
and TC9, was altered, the section now finishing near
Peak Dale, after which followed a neutral run to
TClO, where considerable confusion existed about

times among the front runners.

The reasons being

that Hutchinson and Haden failed to get the route
amendment and thus tackled Woo Dale.

Out apologies

also go to the police car we passed near Youlgreave,
I hope we didn't shower his car with too much mud

when Jim dropped a wheel in the ditch to pass him.

Mind you, to Jim's credit he was only doing 60.
We hardly stopped at the next PC, anxious to get the
hell out of it.
Just before petrol we noticed Whittaker
turn down Chelmorten white, but I had plotted around
the road, feeling confident I stuck to my route

and upon arrival at TC17 found that both Whittaker
and Haden picked up WD's.

We were now in the lead.

We arrived at Rock Bay not needing any

servicing, so after filling'withpetrol, I disw,

appeared into the warmth of the showroom to check
the route and eat my butties. Here we were confronted
by a drowned rat who resembled Terry Curtis looking

for a temporary screen.

Here we also received

a route amendment informing us that Goyt Valley had

been scrubbed and that MC2 was now at the top of
We knew the next 20 mdles or so was

Axe Edge.

covered in snow so we hoped to be able to pull
out a big lead.

After about five miles of this section we
caught andipassed Hutchinson thus gaining three

minutes on him, but due to slack watches (for us)
we only gained two minutes n we cleaned the
section by over a minute:

at least two!

Everyone else dropped

At the end we were worried that

Chris Drake would also clean it but Hutchinson
kindly informed us that "Drake will also drop two.
He's got a brain!"
‘With about 30 miles to go we finished a
competitive section to find a front brake disc had
cracked up.

‘With no chance of finishing like that

we set about trying to blank the relevent brake
off.

This we achieved using a pair of mole grips

clamped on the flexible hose; thanks to car 6
for the loan of hisemole grips.

This made for

very hairy motoring, we had trouble stopping for
controls as the brakes faded

very easily.

As our

top speed was reduced for fear of the disc breaking
up and seizing the wheel, Jim made up time on the
whites.

Hutchinson knowing our troubles, must

have gone like hell to try and reduce the deficit

and thus holed his sump on the Pbp, on the 13st

/C3

whiteo

However he topped it up with oil and

continued to the finish.
We arrived at the finish with hardly any
brakes at all, and hoping we had managed to keep
the lead as we had dropped four minutes near the

finish on the other top crews.

Fortunately we

had built up a seven mdnute lead and thus won by

three minutes from Hutchinson.

Chris Drake who

had been our main worry went off on the snow as
Mike Halliwell

did about fifteen other cars.

achieved his aim and finished despite alternator
problemso

I think Terry Curtis retired at the

halfway and the only other Eastwood crew I know

anything else about at the moment is

Ian Randall/Carl Chadwick who, while in the
top 20, demolished their RS16OO en a dry stone
wall near Bakewell.

We saw them on our way home,

and they didn't seem to dispirited at the prospects
of rebuilding 10 yards of dry stone wall - let
along the Escort.

Keep trying!

Thanks to the organisers who coped well
with the conditions and produced a good event on
Derbyshires best roads.

Nigel Plant

//

RESULTS

lst
2nd

Jim'P1ant/Nigel Plant
Mike Farmer/Martin Phaff

Eastwood
Matlock

28 mins
31 "

3rd

Mike Hutchinson/Pete Halkyard

S.D.M.C.

31

"

EAsg'woo_1g _CREWS
1st

Jim Plant/Nigel Plant

Saab

28 mins

9th Mike Halliwell/Malcolm Young Twin Cam
22nd

Chris Strakosch/Ellen Bernfield

52 mins

BS2000
11? 45 mins

34th

J. Gill/M. Kitchen

Certina

8F 75 mins

Terry Curtis/Steve Sharman

)

J. Riley/R9 Ancliffe

)

did not

Mike Smith/Roger Berresford
Ian Randall/Carl Chadwick

)
)

finish

What’s grey on top with a sloping

back and accelerates from 0 to 60 m

8 secs!

A “G.T.” granny.

/6L

LAHUARY 12 CAR BALL;
l9th JanuarZl97§

The rally started from the Lime Kiln
near Cropwell Bishop.

Many of the roads were

vcovered with ice and snow, and an additional hazard
for part of the route was £03.
The first handouts of straight forward
map references took us to Holwell via the gated
road at Langar and Brock Hill.

After a short

neutral through the village, the next handout
consisted of map references which at first appeared
to be in order, but one was not.

us

This section took

along Scalford White (couldn't see it for the

snow - never mind the fog), where we had to stop
and open a gate.

‘We arrived at TC5 after bouncing

off the snow banks up Lings Hill to find it unmanned,
but the next instructions were in an envelope pinned
to a control board.

This instruction led us down

the extremely slippery Terrace Hills (where Albert

Smith/Ian Burtoft spun into a ditch, but were able
to continue) and then to Woolsthorpe.

The rally

was brought to an end here due to the bad weather
and the running behind time.

This left the crews

with a run back to the finish at Car Colston.

Finally, thanks to the organisers and also
to the marshals for turning out on a cold night.

Roger Berrisford
Nﬁ ck Smdth

/E5

POSO

Perhaps Liz should give Martin some lessons

in navigating!
r e s u 1 t s

Driver

Navigator

1st

M. Smith

R. Berresford

2nd

T. Curtis

L. Ball

3rd

S. Butler

M. Swindells

4th

P. Mietus

D. Burns

5th

K. Wbrtley

S. Owen

6th

N. Green

M. Ball

7th

J. Riley

A. Ancliffe

8th

A. Smith

I. Burtoft

9th

I. Randall

C. Chadwick

10th

IM. Roe

P. Straw

11th

J. G111

M. Kitchen

\Nl\)f |-‘F4!-‘COCO

G. Burrows

P. Haynes

Retired

/4

Fails

Mins.

o

6
13
14
18
28
14
24
27
2
26
5

LINCOLNSHIRE CHASE

JANUARY 21/22nd 1978

After having had a rather rough ride on my

first attempt as a rally driver on the January

12 car (report elsewhere) it was with some trepidation that on the following Saturday I had another
‘first’, navigating for Mick on the Carlton and

District organised 150 mile Lincs. Chase using
maps 120-121-129-130, and my first all nighter.

Also my first trip with Mick since winning the
Novices Night Out last April.

Roger Berresford,

who usually occupies the seat having arranged a
trip with a Carlton driver had the misfortune to

lose his ride when his driver bent his car in the
snow the same night as Eastwood's 12 car, that
made 2 of us who should have stayed at home.
Sponsored by Wadham Stringer the start etc.
was from their premises at Clifton Bridge,
described as a navigational event so it proved with

(I think) 43 controls and handouts at 24 of them;
route definition in variety, youknow the sort,
dead simple when sat at your dining table after
the event but at the time a bit confusing, trying

to put the time card away, put the clock sealed

in its wooden box in a safe, accessable place (I
was bow legged for 2 days after the event), take
the hand out and get under way again without
losing any more time in the control.

This carrying

of clocks in the car was not popular and can cause

/5

a time loss with a slow marshal; there seems to be
a pun there that I didn't intend so I hope you get
my meaningo

To the event (at last), neutral to Cotgrave,
miss.the Owthorpe loop and TC2, ignore groans from‘
drivers side press on heading for Flawborough
white, take off on hump back bridge and lose potti
under drivers seat, pull on wire to retrieve same

when Mick shouts "X roads", quick glance at map

(No specs) call "turn right", retrieve potti whilst
making turn, check map, wrong X roads and Yell STOP.
Car stops, so does engine.

20 mins. later having’

pushed the car back on route and hopefully fixed

the few rope a competing'Ang1iqLstopped to offer
help, also stalled and we push started him

leaving us with the feeling that it was going to
be "one of those nights!"

Fortunately Saint

George Ware and his band of Angels arrived at

that moment to get us on our way, 6 mins. inside
maximum lateness, just as lucky for me the next
2 route cards were straightforward, grid numbers
took us via the Flawborough white as expected onto
Map 130 with first a ‘tulip’ and then a rather
tricky section along what may be a new white to

some people (it was all new to me) 10 refs. in
order for once but 894475% Dep S does join the
other white below it.

I seem to remember Ian

Burtoft and Barry Thompson between here and the

/6

halfway halt at Gonerby Services earning'their
marshal's points the hard way as they were among
the only snow we saw all night.
After halfway the route led first south
down Ermine Street, north on Long Hollow and
back to Ermine Street and north again to Temple

Bruer, after that little lot a ride on the dodgems
will never be the same.
himself.

Mick thoroughly enjoyed

Turning now toward Newark I got a WD

on Section 18 due to lack of concentration and
then 3 sections later did something which even
now, a week later, still rankles, after taking some
2 or 3 mins. to sort the route Mick really got
motoring through Stapleford Woods to clean the
section only for me to take a wrong time from the
marshal of no less than 5 mins.

Sorry again Mick

and sorry to Gerry Gardner as this was a particular
point he made at the Novices Night School; make
sure the watch is upright in its case if provided.

I can only assume that the winder on m smaller
than usual watch had lodged inside the case in

the l Ofclock position so that I asked for 4.41
instead of 4,36.

Stupid me!

Not to worry folks

the lads talking to me again if only to tell me

about his ‘off’ on the Ystra, but thats another
story.

This story is on its last section, 5

tulips plus 2 ‘missing’ from Kelham to Hockerton.
As my mind was still on the ‘wrong time‘ (compound-

/7'

as a result of legislation passed in 1968 to
control rallies and trials held on the public
road. This legislation introduced the require-

ment for such events to be authorised by the
Department of the Environment, in fact the
authorisation is granted by the R.A.C. as agents

for the D;o.E.

Under the provisions of the law,

it was laid down that authorisation would not
be required for any event on which 12 or less
vehicles competed; one reason for this provision

was that if it were not so, and you gave 6 friends
a map showing the way to your house and specified
the time they must arrive, you may technically

have required to obtain authorisation for your
"rally".

The first and most important thing to remember
about a 12 car rally, is that the only difference
between that and a rally of higher status is

that

1)
2)

No D.o.E. authorisation is required
Competitors require only a valid club
membership card, not an R.A.C. competition
licence to be eligible to compete.

All other considerations, providing a route,
marshals, watches and a suitable start and
finish point, are just the same as for a larger
event, but on a much reduced scale.

What must

not be overlooked is the possibility of annoyance

to residents or others on the route.

Public

Relations work, (P.R.), must be done even for a
12 car; many complaints from householders and

landowners originate from 12 car rallies when
they had not previously known of the passage of
a rally.
I have personal knowledge of an R.A.C. authorised

52C!

rally being ‘jumped on’ by the boys in blue as a
direct result of complaints from householders
about 12 car rallies causing annoyance.
So. in order, the first 3 things to do after
forming your organisation team are :

1)

Select a route, and a suitable starting and
finishing point.

2)

Inform the Police in whose area you intend
to run the event,

3)

Inform.householders and landowners on the
route of your intention to run a rally.

Having said that, let's look at those points
in more detail.
1,

Selection of the route depends on many factors;
what area do you wish to use, what time of year
will it be, will the route be defined by a
series of navigational problems or not, will the
competitors be experienced? All these
questions have a bearing on the choice of route;
for instance using a road by the side of a
river may well be O.K. in the middle of
January when everyone with any sense stays at

home, but on a July evening you are going to

meet parked cars, children, ice cream vans
etc., so choose the area carefully with regard
to this kind of problem; find out if the local
riding school is in the habit of leading a

posse of horses down the lane you intend to use.
Equally, that fabulous little ‘white’ that you
have found may be transformed into a quagmire

by a day's rain, turn into a car breaker after
heavy frost or be filled by people collecting
berries from the hedgerow or exercising the dog
at other times of the year.

61/

Remember that long straight roads with no
junctions for miles on end enable crews to attain
high average speeds, and removes any doubts as
to which is the correct road; important to rememp

be? if You are organision a ‘navigational’ type
of event.
As regards experience of the crews, remember that

we all started somewhere (some of us are still
there!) when we looked at a boulder—strewn
track, re-checked the map, and decided that we

were not going to risk our gorgeous motor car going
down THAT!

Rough roads, or at least unsurfaced

roads, do add something to an event, but they

are not absolutely necessary, don't use them just

because they are there, think about the route as
a whole, not a selection of ‘good roads‘ which
you think you have got to use, linked together

by mediocre stretches of duel carriageway and
villages.

2,

Informing the local police is not mandatory, but
is common sense; don't forget that they may be
able to steer you clear of problems that you don't
Position of roadworks, locked
even know about.
level crossings and the fact that the local
Bishop and his punk rock band are to give a
concert in the street may affect your route, and
the Police are in a position to tell you of
such things, so go and see them.

§.

Inform local residents and landowners, this

is really just common courtesy, and you may well

be surprised at how tolerant people are: Ask
the local shop or post office to put a card in
the window just saying that a rally will be passing

through on such and such a date and time.
Individually P;R. houses where noise or lights

could be a nuisance, such as bends or junctions.

Remember at all times that rallying exiaia due
to the tolerance and help given by the general
public; do everything you can to foster good

relations, you or others will probably want to
pass that way again.
/10
135f
(twu'T1zvvcJ£5u>.. . SI
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R E S U L T S
EASTWOOD 20TH ANNUAL SEMI-SPORTING TRIAL
5th February 1978

CLASS 1

1st

Julie Newbold
Mini 850

CLASS 2

1st

Terry Cox
Fbrd‘Escort

2nd:

2nd=

iDavid Goode
Fbrd Cortina

Geoffrey Nercliffe
Ford Escort GT

CLASS 3

lst

Anthony Glazebrook
Capri 3000 GT

CLASS 4

1st

Nﬂ chael Bell
Land Rover — Series 1

.2nd

GrahamyHickman
Land Rover - Series 1

R3

-

—

L

P33? 2
If you followed the instructions given in Part 1 of

this series, you will now have a gleaming bodyshell
with a number plate on, several ruptured friends,
a lighter bank balance and very little time to get

the car finished in time for the Dukeries.

let's get on with the next part of the job.

So

Remember that you are going to spend a lot of time

in your garage, and the way the job is going so far

it could easily stretch into the summer months, so

take steps now to safeguard the milk for your
coffee, instal a fridge at the back of the garage;
and while you're at it, get yourself an electric
kettle.
When you have finished your coffee, gather round you
all the parts you can see which are not either
painted or chromed; then taking a 4" brush paint
everything in sight with either gloss or matt black.
if you happen to be a sloppy painter and get covered
in paint, don't worry you can always pass yourself
off as a punk rocker. Be sure to paint the
suspension legs blue so that everyone thinks they

are Bilsteins (well from 30 paces anyway), but
remember only to paint the outside of the brake drums
and the back of the headlight units and not to touch
the brake shoes or the windscreen at all.
The next major joh is to fit the roll cage, having
first made sure that the company which supplied the

bodyshell have only provided 10 out of the 12 mounting points you asked for.
you will need:-

To instal the roll cage
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A
A
A
A
A

large hammer
tyre lever
trolley jack
hairy Geordie
disgusting vocabulary

These are all used in sequence until you have:
a)

Fbund that the attachment brackets are 2" out of

position and

b)

Put a dent in the front of the roof by jacking

the cage up too far.
During the two fortnights which it takes to finish
the work described above, you can get some light

relief by contacting the garage who supplied the
bodyshell and trying to persuade them to let you
have the bonnet and boot lids and the petrol tank,
particularly the petrol tank because you really need
to have it installed now.
Next time we will look at installing a four-link

axle, how not to fit the anti-roll bar, and give
you the latest fairy tale about the petrol tank.
Rick Hickman

.357

FURTHCOMEEGEEXEEIS
March 1st

Natter at Tollerton F1ying’C1ub
at 8.00 p.m.

March 4th

Jumble Sale — full details

elsewhere in the magazine
March 5th

Sggial Rally - full details
elsewhere in the magazine

March

11th

Dukeries National Stage Event.
Start Trent Bridge Cricket
Ground.
lst car away 9.00 a.m.

March

18/19th

Thompson Trophy Rally.
Co-promoted.
Start Doncaster.

Plot and Bash.

0nly~% mile

of white

April 1st

Burgess Bowl.

Restricted Road

Rally. All pre-plot route.
Start Ferodo Ltd., Chape1-en=
le-Frith.
Chief Marshal; Peter Willets

O61-480-5206
April 2nd

Sggial Rally - ful details
elsewhere in the magazine.

April 5th

Natter at Tollerton Flying Club
at 8.00 pomo

April 9th

Boston Motor Club Stage Rally

April 12th

12 Car Rally organised by
Mick and Albert Smith and
Roger Berresford. Details
next month.

5L6

;UMBLE_sAL§
Saturday, 4th March 1978 “
at

ASPLEY METHODIST CHURCH HALL
Start 2.00 p.m.
e - e - o - o - o - o - o - o - o ~ o ~ o u o - o —

The above is our number one fund raising
event organised by Brenda Glazebreok. Tons
of jumble is obviously required and will be
collected by any comittee member if you bring
it along to the March natter, so lets see
all your cars bulging on Wednesday please.
If you really cannot bring it along to
the natter it can be collected from your
home if you contact any cemittee member

or ring Brenda at Nottm. 74785
Helpers are also required on the morning
and afternoon of the Saturday in question.

Again please ring Brenda with your offers
of help.

617'

MARCH

SOCIA:L

SUNDAY STH MARCH 1978

at

CENTRAL LIBRARY CAR PARK
‘WEST BRIDGFURD
NOTTINGHAM

MR 129/587377
First car away 10.30 a.m.

Car
Driver
Navigator

Requirementgz

Map 129
(no romer required)
Entry fee £1.00
The finish will be at a public house
Organisers:

Neil and Viv Read

296 Westdale Lane
Mapper1ey,iNottm.
Tel. Nottm. 249550

6L8

SUNDAI, APRIL 2nd IQIB

S 0 C I A L

organised by George Ware

(Tel. Nottm. 397605)
s t a r t i n g

from Burntstump Hill Leisure
Park

(Square 57/50)
a t

10.30 a.m. (first car away)

r e q u i r i n g

map 120 only plus
£1. entry fee

(navigation by spot
heights only)
If i n i s h i n g

at a suitable hostelry to
the west of Southwell

N 0 T E
The route should not cuase any novice
the slightest difficulty. The questions may be
in some cases slightly harder.
We cannot guarantee the weather, but by April
spring should have arrived. We hope you

enjoy yourselves and the first 12 entries
will be accepted.
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C 0 MIM I T T E E

President

Jack Glazebrook,
448 Nuthall Road, Nottingham
'
Tel. Nottm. 74785

Chairman

Richard shelmerdine,
Lodge Farm, Far Laund, Belper

Derbys. Tel. Belper(O77382)2789
Vice Chairman

’

Richard Hickman ,

6 Newberry Close, Cropwell Bishop,
NOttingha»mo

Tel. Nottm. 892912
Secretary

Liz Ball,
135 Trent Boulevard, West Bridgford,
Nottingham.
Tel. Nottm. 862391

Treasurer

Malcolm Young,
70 Birchover Way, Allestree, Derby.
Tel. Derby 59820

Secretarx

Terry Curtis,
18 Attewell Road, Awsworth,
Nottingham.

Membership

George Ware,

Secretarx

16 Marshall Drive, Bramcote,

Comgetition

Nottingham.

Tel. Nottm. 397605
E.M.A.M.C.
Delegates

Gerry Gardner,
18 Southview Road, Carlton, Nottm.
Tel. Nottm. 871681
Martin Ball,

135 Trent Boulevard, West Bridgford,
N01. ‘tingham.

Tel. Nottm. 862391

30

A.N.E.M.M.C
Delegates

George Ware (as Membership Sec.)

Chief Marshal

Neil Read,

Gerry Gardner (as E.M.A.M.C.)
296 Westdale Lane, Mapperley,
Nottingham.
Tel. Nottm. 249550

Press
Representative

Awards

Secretarx

Barry Thompson,

22 Wertley Avenue, Trowell, Notts.
Tel. Ilkeston 325279
Richard Haskings,
40 Grangewood Road, Wollaton,
Nottmo

Tel. Nottm. 284655
Magazine
Editor

Liz Dales

19 The Ridings, Keyworth, Nottm.
Tel. Elumtree 5233

Committee
Members

Ian Burtoft,
30 Vicarage Drive, Chaddesden,
Derby. Tel. Derby 675727
John Chadwick,

The Cottage, Netherfield Lane,

Shardlow, Derbys.
Tel. Derby 792641
Robin Stokes,
24a Newberry Avenue, Long Eaton,

Derbys.

Tel. Long'Eaton 68127

Mick Smith,
18 Nelson Road, Bulwell, Nottingham.

Tel. Nottm. 272036
Nigel Green,

4a Limefield Court, Lady Bay Road,
West Bridgford, Nottingham.
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SPARES
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For Sale
Autolec battery switches
Autolec relays
..

..
..

£10.15
£ 2.00

Britax 1040 Full harness

..

£10.25

Hotwash screen washer kit

..

£ 2.75

Exchange alternators
Oil cooler kits
..

Paddy Hopkirk crash helmets

.. from
£20.50
.. less 15%

‘Workshop Manuals

..

Full face £20.00
Open face £14.50
..
£ 2.95

'Wipac Quadoptics

..

..

£ 9.50

WipaC Ha.iI'I'aj.SCI'S

e0

e 0

£ 8.

Cibie

..

.. less 20%

..

Sparkrite ignition ..
Warning triangles ..

..
..

£22.50
£ 1.10

H1

H3 bulb

..

..

..

H4 bulb

£ 1.75

;;

..

..

£ 2.75

Standard brake shoes & pads at reduced prices.
Track control arms & track rod ends at reduced prices.
Steel sump guards to order.
Chromed air filters - various
£ 1.50

C&T inlet manifold for 40 DCOE Xflow

28/56 inlet manifold for 1800/Marina
28/56 inlet manifold for Viva
Twin 1%" SU inlet manifold for Xflow

Pair 1%" SU on inlet, + 5 branch &

£10.00

£ 8.25
£ 5.00
£ 6.50

silencer for Imp
..
5 branch exhaust for 1100
..
Stage 2 cylinder head — Mini ..

£55.00
£ 5.00
£20.00

Alloy rocker cover 4 Viva

..

£ 5.00

28/56 on C&T manifold for Xflow

£25.00

Ford 1600 engine with big valve head

£50.00

Many other spares & accessories not listed,
Ring for details
SANDIACRE 594640

Nottingham Rally Centre
26,Victoria Street , Stapleford, Notts.
FOR ALL RACEEIRALLY PREPARILTIN Er,
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FOR ALL YOUR COMPETITION REQUIREMENTS
RING BRYAN DR NEIL

399373
diacre
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DISTR IBUTO RS

WADI-IAM STRINGER
(NOTTINGHAM) LTD.
CLIFTON BRIDGE ROUNDABOUT, LENTON LANE.

NOTTINGHAM NG7 233

e,7t”"

Telephone:

@

8 614 64

unuwzr

Toyota

from sin: gto re
'

'

Wlns

.

\

Burmah

\

The wining tea in action.

The world's third largest motor
T

I F

eta

manufacturer offer one of the

most exiting range of quality
saloons - estates —
coupes
:It is
a rally bred winner or a small

economical shopping car - remember

the name

FQEMEE @
@@BEQSEE
Pinfold Gate LOUGHBOROUGH

Tel. 215731

LENTON
ENGINEERING Co. Ltd.
Precision and General Engineers

COMPLETE ENGINE RECONDITIONINC
CYLINDER BORING
SLEEVING
VALVE INSERTS
CRANKSHAFT GRINDING
SERVICE EXCHANGE UNITS
Personal and Prompt Attention
to all enquiries and work
See Arthur Horobin

ALLINGTON AVENUE, LENTON
NOTTINGHAM
Telephone 48004

Hooleyb Garage Ltd .
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